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ABsrRAcr
Synthetic and natural quartz crystals have been etched in 4870 Hl- in a manner described by Arnold? and have been found to exhibit deep etch tubes which are ribbonlike in shape. Examples of these etch tubes are shown and possible explanations for their
formation are given.

INrnouucrroN
Recently there has been interest in the structural defectsin crystalline
qtraftz and their effect on its physical properties. Bcimmel, Mason and
Warnerl have postulated that dislocations exist in quartz. King2 has
suggestedthat the mechanical properties ol quattz are dependent upon
its defect structure and has observeddifferencesbetween synthetic and
natural quartz. Cohen3'4'5concludes that amethyst and smoky qtJartz
derive their color from defects associatedwith impurity atoms' The
present work was suggestedby the discovery of Arnold6 that concentrated hydrofluoric acid produced deep etch pits, actually etch tubes, in
a synthetic quartz crystal obtained from Clevite Corporation. After
the presentwork was completed,the authors discoveredsimilar work had
been carried on by a group at Clevite Corporation.TAlthough their results are similar, they differ enough in detail to warrant presentationof
our results.
Etch tubes similar to those describedbelow have been observed in
mineralssuch as barite, dolomite, colemanite,apophyllite and topaz. An
excellentsummary of these observationshas been provided by Honess.8
Miss L. C. Lovell0 of theseLaboratories has recently observedetch pits
in apatite which bear a resemblanceto those discussedbelow but which
are smaller in size by three orders of magnitude.
ExpBnrlmNrel
Several crystals were etched in 48/e HF for 48 hours at room temperature. One crystal (11) was of natural quartz and was cut such that
two basal (0001)planes were parallel, making a plate f inch thick. Five
' he sixth prism
o i t h e p r i s m f a c e s ,( 1 0 1 0 ) ,w e r e n e i t h e rc u Ln o r p o l i s h e d T
face had been trimmed with a diamond saw.
A secondcrystal (fi2) was a synthetic stone grown on a Y-bar seed
about 3" long and $" square. (The long sidesof a Y-bar seedare (0001)
and (1170)planes,the endsare prism faces.)This crystal is similar to the
one used by Arnold.
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A third crystai (13) was synthetic also and was grown on a CT plate,
that is, the Iarge pianesof the seedplatervereminor rhombohedralfaces,
(0111).
Three other CT plate crystals and two Y-plate crystais were also
etchedbut were not polished.
After etching, the crystals were washed in distilled water and dried.
Crystals ff|, 2 and 3 were then polished on two parallel faces so that
etch pits could be observedconveniently.CrystalsftI and 2 were polished
on two (0001)faces.Crystal 13 was polishedon two 1120faces.
OssnnverroNs
l. The l{atwral Crystal
Figure 1 is a photograph of the natural crystal (frL) after etching and
poiishing. The etch pits appear as smali tubes which penetrate three of
the (1010) faces of the crystal to depths greater than one centimeter.A
close examination of the tubes revealed no particular pattern in their
formation, that is, there was no evidencethat they formed in rows as is
often observedwhere etch pits are found to originate becauseof dislocations. Although the tubes are, on the average, perpendicular to the
(1010)facesthey are seldomexactly so and individuals are often as much
as 10ooff the perpendicular.
ft should be noted that the crystal shown in Fig. t had regions of
smokinessvisible in it. These darker regionsappear near the edgeof the
crystal near five (1010)faces.Sincethere are etch tubes in three of these
regionsbut not in the other two there appearsto be no relation between
smokinessand the formation of this type of etch pit.
After photographing the crystal the regions containing the etch pits
were cut from the crystal with a diamond saw and the remaining stone
was again etched for 48 hours in 48/6 HF. No etch tubes were observed
on any of the faces.
2. Y-bar Synthetic Crystal @f L)
It was noted that in the caseof the Y-bar crystal the etch tubes clustered along a line running down the centerof the large face which was approximately (1120). These etch tubes all terminate at or near the seed
and appear to fan out from the seedin the direction of the (1120) face
in the manner of bristles of a worn brush. The etch tubes appearing
away from this centrally located cluster all originate at inclusions of
impurities which are usually visible under the microscope.Figure 2
showstwo inclusionsand the etch tubes pointing toward them.
Almost all etch tubes in crystal ff2 originateat the (1120) faces.The
initial form of the tubes is similar to a normal etch pit much elongatedin
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Frc. 1. Etch tubes in natural crystal (2X).

Frc. 2. Etch tubes terminating at inclusions (26X).
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Frc.3.Etched(1120)
(100X).
surface
the direction of the c-axi-sof the crystal. The nature of thesepits maybe
seen in Fig. 3 which shows seven of the pits from which tubes were
formed. (The straight lines are cracks which will be discussedrater,)
The tubes extend below the pits in a ribbon-like form which is sometimes
only about one micron wide. The ribbons curve in toward the seedplate
in a random but smooth manner. Those ribbons pointing towards inclusionsare straight.

Frc. 4. Magnifiedetch tubes(67X).
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The detailed structure of the ribbon-like tubes is somewhat difficult to
photograph, but Fig.4 shows a tube at 6TXmagnification' As may be
seen the wall of the tube contains a group of parallel etch lines at an
angle approximately 60o to the wall and a second group of Iines at an
approximate angle of 30o. Further observation disclosed that some
tubes in addition to having parallel lines at different angles also have
irregularly spacedsawtoothedprofiles.
In Fig. 5A a typical ribbon-tube is sketched'directed from the surface
toward the apex of a cone where an inclusion resides.From this sketch

Frc. 5. Sketch of etch tubes originating at a (1120) {ace'

it may be noted that the wall of the tube appearsto be discontinuous,
un opuqu. part filling only about one third of the tube near the orifice
a.rd ih" out"r edgeof the tube being delineatedby a singleline boundary'
In order to substantiatethe capillarity of the tube a drop of carmine ink
was applied to the surfaceand later a drop of xylene' Sincethe index of
refraction of the xylene was sufficiently near that of the crystal, as penetration aclvancedthe opacity of the tube lining completely disappeared,
leaving the tube bounded by single lines. Upon allowing the xylene to
evaporate the part opaque-part transparent pattern in the tubes was
,"-"rtubli.h.d. Thus the transparent edgesof the tubes were shown not
to be trapped solvent but regions where the tubes were very thin and
uniformly etched.
Occasionalinstanceswere noticed where two tubes had intersected.A
sketch, Fig.58, illustrates one of thesepairs. In both sketchesit will be
noted that the plane of the ribbon-like tubes was parallel to the c-axis
of the crystal erren though the angles the tubes make with the crystal
surface are quite different.
It is interesting to compare the observations on this BTL Y-bar crystal with those which Arnold. made on a clevite Y-bar crystal. Arnold
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observeda much higher density of etch tubes in his crystal. Furthermore,
the tubes he observedtook a very irregular path from the (1120)face to
the seed whereas the BTL y-bar crystal exhibited etch tubes whose
grossforms were smooth curves. The crystals studied by the workers
at
clevite appearedmuch like the one studied by Arnold. This difference
probably arisesbecauseof the difierencein growth conditions.
clevite
corporation uses a sodium carbonate solution to grow quartz while
sodium hydroxide are used at these Laboratories. Furthermore,
the
temperaturesand pressuresused at theseLaboratoriesexceedthoseused
at clevite corporation. A. z-cut crystal grown at General Electric,
wembley' England, was also etched and found to have a much higher
density of tubes than the BTL crystal, but the tubes traced smooth
curves similar to those in crystal fi2.
All synthetic Y-bar and.z-cut crvstais, regardressof origin, exhibit a
much higher density of etch pits on lhe slower growing (1120)face, that
is, the -X direction.This is alsothe part of the crystal known to contain
more impurities and which r-rays darken easily. under the conditions
of growth used at theseLaboratoriesfor crystal
ff2, one(1120)face grew
about four times as fast as the other. That is, the rate in -X direction
was { that in the *X direction. The density of etch tubes in the slow
growing (1120)face is about four times that in the oppositefast growing
face.
6 shows a row of etch pits which appearson the slow growing
. !S.ut
(1120) face of crystal ff2.This row contains over 70 pits.
None has an
etch tube emanating from it. These pits recall those usually attributed
to dislocationsin metal crystals which are located at small angle boundaries. The long direction of the etch pits is parailel to the c-axisof the
crystal as was observedin the caseof the etch tubes. The presenceof the
striations and small peaks observedin this photograph is unexplained.
Finally, the cracksin crystal ff2 weremade by a'accidentar combination of thermal and mechanicalshock. Their all make anglescloseto 53o
with the basal plane, corroboratingthe observationsof florriJ urra t...
wood1l, which indicate that quartz cleavesparallel to the rhombohedral
faces.That this cleavagecan be quite perfect is shown by the straight
lines formed by the cracksin Fig. 3.
3. CT Synthetic Crystal (BTL)
As in the caseof the Y-bar crystal, in the CT crystal
#3), the direction
the tubes take from a given face is always determined by the growth
direction. rrr this crystal the fast growing face was the minor rhombohedral, (0111), face. The etch tubes were a[ directed toward the seed
plate whose largest surface was the minor rhombohedral face. some of
the tubes, as in the caseof the Y-bar crystal, terminate at inclusionsof
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impurity. The tubes approach the seedplate at an anglewhich averages
79;, although angles as low as 67" and as high as 86o were measured.
This placesthe majority of the tubes roughly parallel to one of the major
rhombohedral faces.
A striking example of the propagation of the disturbance which leads
to the etch tubes from seedplate to grown qrartz was observed in crystal #3. Apparently the sodium hydroxide solution used in the hydrothermal method sometimesetchestubes in the quartz seedbeforegrowth

crystal is the band bounded by two straight lines running from left to
right in the lower half of the figure).
From Fig. 7 it can be seen that the tubes etched in the seedare not
perpendicularto the seedplane; they make an angle with it about the
same as that made by the etch tubes in the bulk of the crystal' The imperfectionsleading to the etch tubes in the seedand crystal do not lie in
a straight line, however,as a closeexaminationof Fig. 7 will show' The
etch tubes formed by the HF, which are straight near their origin, make
an angle with the seedplate 4o smaller than the angie made by the tubes
in the seedwith the seedplate. A microscopicexamination of the tubes
formed by the HF revealsthat this 4o angleis causedby a gentle curving
of the tubesnear the seedand suggeststhat the etch tubes if elongatedto
the seedplate would meet the tubes in the seedplate at the same angle
to the seedplane. The eight etch tubes were also observedon the other
side of the seed.
In Fig. 8 the eight tubes appear with kinks near their origins. The
kinks occur at that point becausethere the capping of the crystal which
goeson during growth causeda major rhombohedralface (top of figure)
to encroachon the domain of the minor rhombohedralgrowth. Although
it is not obviousfrom the figure, the kinks in the tubes occur al the point
from which they grew toward the (1011) face insteadof toward the (0111)
face, again demonstrating that the tubes have a strong tendency to
follow the direction of growth.
It was also observed that many etch tubes terminated at inclusions
(Fig. 7) as in crystal fr2. Many terminated at the seedat points where
no previously etched tubes could be found in the seed.Nlost of the tubes
etched in the seedbefore growth had correspondingtubes etched in the
crystai, but it could not be establishedthat a tube existedin the crystal
for every one in the seed.
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Frc. 6. Row of etch pits without tube formation (110X).

F'rc. 7. Example of imperfections in seed continuing through grown crystal (13X).
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Frc. 8. Demonstration that etch tubes follow direction of grou'th (15X).

Finally, in no crystal of any type were etch tubes ever observedparallel, or nearly parallel, to the c-axisof the crystal.
DrscussroN
It is apparent that natural and synthetic quartz contain imperfections
which, in the presenceof HF, causeetch pits to form. Thesepits are very
deepcomparedto their width; indeed,the rate of solution along the length
of the pit is sometimes 103greater than that perpendicular to it. The
nature of theseimperfectionsis difficult to ascertainwith the meagerdata
presentedhere, but three possibilitiesare suggested.
First, the imperfectionsmay be dislocations.If we disregard the difficulty of visualizing the form a dislocationtakes in a structure such as
qtrartz, and simply assumethat a structure can be set up which satisfies
then one observationmay
the definition of a dislocationgiven by Read,12
suggest that the etch tubes are the result of dislocations.The one to
one correspondencebetween partially refilled etch tubes in the seed
plate and etch tubes in the grown crystal would be observedif the dis-
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turbance causingboth were a disiocationin the seed.The dissolutionof
material around the dislocationin the seedwouid not ,'remove" the dislocation, for regrowth would generateit again and further growth would
propagateit. This assumes,of course,that no other faults or disturbances
occur as the crystal grows to refill the tube etched by the solvent. However, it is not impossibie that the imperfections ieading to the etch
tubes in the seedwere different from those causing them in the bulk of
the crystal, and dislocationsmay not have been responsiblefor either.
Thus one hesitatesto state that the etch tubes were certainly the result
of dislocationswithout more evidence.Unfortunately, qtafiz cannot be
successfullydeformed so that dislocationscan be created and observed
by decoration and etch in the normal manner. Furthermore, it seems
risky to attribute etch tubes to dislocationsif one considersthe energy
distribution necessaryaround such dislocations.rn order to exhibit an
etch rate along the length of the tube 103times greater than that perpendicular to it, the lattice along the line of the dislocationswould have
to be violently disturbed. But the strain resulting from such a disturbance would have to be relieved a short distance from the line of disturbance or the rate of etch perpendicular to the line would also be
rapid. The authors hesitate to suggest such a structure exists which
would still be describedas a dislocation.
A secondexplanationfor formation of the etch tubes involves the nonuniform incorporationof impurities in the crystal as it grows without the
formation of dislocations.If the crystal has a tendency to include impurities in pipes rather than uniformly, such pipes could serve as points
of easy attack by the HF and the tubes would be formed by nothing
more than the leachingout of the impurity. Somesupport for this point
of view may be gleanedfrom the observation that the tubes are most
numerous in faces known to contain the most impurities, such as the
slow growing (1120), and are absent in the material known to contain
the least, the fast growing (0001) face. Cookrsobservedstreaking and
spots in a few monochromatic r-ray reflection photographs which he
attributed to impurities, thus there is some evidenceto show that these
impurities are not uniformly distributed in the regionsin which they occur. I{owever, Cook found the streaks to be present in a *X growth
specimen and not in a -X growth specimen,although -X always
contains more impurities. cook did find that in generalthe line breadth
was greaterin the - X growth specimens,indicating more defectsof some
type. Furthermore, smoky regions which are caused by impurities do
not always exhibit etch tubes. Thus, if an impurity is responsiblefor
the etch tubes it is apparently not the impurity which is consideredto be
responsiblefor smokiness.aHydrogen, present as hydroxide, is one impurity which could causeetch tubes, but one is hard put to explain why
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hydroxide ion should not be incorporatedinto the lattice uniformly' One
must, it seems,considerthe nonuniform inclusion of impurities as only
a possiblecauseof the formation of etch tubes.
A third explanationof the formation of the etch tubes is that they are
the result of a combination of the two possibilitiesdiscussedabovel
i.e., they are causedby the etching of impurities which have precipitated
along dislocation lines after diffusing to them. This would account for
the great depth and smail crosssectionof the etch tubes. Unfortunately,
an attempt to isolateimpurities from the etchant failed. Either the concentration of impurities was too small to be observedor the impurity
formed a volatile fluoride, such as HF, which was lost.
If we do not attempt an atomistic picture of the defectsresulting in
etch tubes some aspectsof the tubes themselvesare interesting. For
instance,why should the eight tubes shown in Fig' 7 make a slight curve
near the seedwhich changestheir direction of approach to the seedby
4o? One explanation is that becauseof a higher impurity content near
the seed the ratio cf alor the quartz unit cell is slightly different there.
This should be detectable by careful r-ray analysis' but attempts by
W. L. Bondlato observelattice parameterdifferencesbetweenseedplates
and grown quarlzon other crystalshave so far beenunsuccessful'
The directions the etch tubes take are also puzzling. Although they
tend.to lie in the generaldirection of growth, they appear to be Iocated
at random on the face of origin and to make a multitude of angleswith
it. In the caseof the Y-bar crystal all tubes pointing toward the seed
were curved;all tubes pointing toward inclusionswere straight. This was
true even though the seedand inclusionswere in the same region of the
crystal. It is very difficult to suggesta mechanismfor tube formation
which explainsthis.
Equally ptzzling are the great differencesobserved in the density of
etch tubes on different faces and on faces which difier only because
quaftz is piezoelectric. Thus no etch tubes are observed lying near the
(0001) direction in any crystal, and (1120), (-X), always has a high
density of etch tubes in Y-bar crystals but none in CT crystals. From
the few examplesstudied one gets the impressionthat the density of etch
tubes is related to the impurity content which, in turn, dependsin some
way on the polarity of the crystal and perhaps direction of growth' It
is known that the purity ol qtartz grown on various faces,beginning with
Y-bar seeds,varies as follows in order of decreasingimpurity content:
t 1 1 2 0 1( - X ) > t 1 1 Z 0 l ( + X ) > [ 0 0 0 1 ] . T h e d e n s i t y o f e t c h t u b e s o b s e r v e d
on the facesvaries in the same manner. BTL synthetic quartz exhibited
pit densities of the order 10 cm-2 while the natural crystal had a higher
density of the order 10acm-2. These estimates are crude and do not apply to the samecrystallographicface. The intersectionof two etch tubes
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which was observed at several points in crystal ff2 is another phenomenon which is not explained.rf the tubes are caused by dislocations
the lines in this casemust intersect without disturbing each other. rt is
hard to believe that two dislocationlines lying in two differentbut nonspecificdirections would intersect without some change in one or the
other, or both, being observed.
With so many questionsunansweredand so few samples,the authors
ofier no singleexplanationfor the origin and behavior of the etch tubes.
rt is hoped that the work done so far will stimulate further research.For
instance, it is apparent that the preparation of an ultra-pure qtartz
crystal is of paramount importance. Then etching experimentsand experiments like those conducted by Cook,13and King,2 could be done
with the hope of discerningthe role played by trace impurities in modifying the properties oI quartz crystals.
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